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About This Game

Tacopocalypse is a humorous 3D stunt driving delivery game. If a professional skateboarder retired to food delivery, it would
look like this. You must deliver tacos, boost 5d3b920ae0
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Crazy Taxi on poppers, cid, molly and messkin food.. Super fun! Like everyone says, its like budget Rocket League mixed with
Jet Set Radio, making it an absolutely rad, chill game.. fun game could use a tutorial. Tacopocalypse is a mechanical blast from
the past featuring tricks and scoring fromTony Hawks, the delivery aspect of Crazy Taxi, and the car mechanics of Rocket
League. but let's not forget that incredible soundtrack. Playing this early build hints that this title has SO MUCH potential to be
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great with the right love. Maybe future releases could feature objectives like the old THPS? Maybe we could see an online
mode? I could go on with how giddy this throwback is getting me.. Fun as all hell crazy taxi meets THPS bit on the janky side
but for that price you can't go wrong.. It looks dope though. I've got Steam on Mac (which it works for Mac). The game will
start up, but every time I choose practice mode or customization, the game crashes and sends me to the desktop. I know that it's
a new game, but I would love to play this game if only I knew the issue.. I have to say this is one of the all time great being
overshadowed by Triple AAA dissapointed. This gave me more fun than Tom Clancy the Division and COD BOP 3 combined.
The developer influence from Rocket League, Tony Hawk and Jet Star Radio has allowed the game to become a combination of
the three and flourish as it own game. So far all review so far have been extremely good and this is no difference. This game is
true fun which is all you want from one, you can play with friend, high replayablilty, great soundtrack and more. Nothing to
prove. Game of the Year Award. Viva Del Tacopocalyse.. Really fun combination between Tony Hawk and Crazy taxi.
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